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Spiralling in BTA deep-hole drilling { Modelsof varying frequeniesNils Raabe Oliver Webber Winfried TheisClaus WeihsSeptember 30, 2005AbstratOne serious problem in deep-hole drilling is the formation of adynami disturbane alled spiralling whih auses holes with severallobes. Sine suh lobes are a severe impairment of the bore hole theformation of spiralling has to be prevented. Gessesse et al. (1994)explain spiralling by the oinidene of bending modes and multiplesof the rotary frequeny. They derive this from an elaborate �niteelements model of the proess.In online measurements we deteted slowly hanging frequenypatterns similar to those alulated by Gessesse et al. We thereforepropose a method to estimate the parameters determining the hangeof frequenies over time from spetrogram data. This allows to sim-plify signi�antly the usage of the explanation of spiralling in pratiebeause the �nite elements model has to be orretly modi�ed foreah mahine and tool assembly while the statistial method uses ob-servable measurements. Estimating the variation of the frequeniesas good as possible opens up the opportunity to prevent spiralling bye.g. hanging the rotary frequeny.1 IntrodutionThe work presented in this paper has been arried out as part of a projetaimed at modelling the BTA deep hole drilling proess, with speial empha-sis on dynami aspets. The longterm goal is online-predition of dynami1



Figure 1: BTA deep hole drilling, working priniple (VDI,1974).disturbanes whih in future may be used as a basis for intelligent ontrol ofthe proess.Deep hole drilling methods are used for produing holes with a highlength-to-diameter ratio, good surfae �nish and straightness. For drillingholes with a diameter of 20 mm and above, the BTA (Boring and Trepan-ning Assoiation) deep hole mahining priniple is usually employed (seeVDI, 1974). The working priniple is illustrated in Fig. 1.For obtaining a low deviation of the bore hole enter axis from the idealstraight line, whih is an important objetive for mahining holes with a highlength to diameter ratio, deep hole drilling tools use the bore hole wall setionmahined in the immediate past as a guiding surfae. This is ahieved by anasymmetri utting edge arrangement in ombination with guiding pads onthe irumferene of the tool. The high surfae �nish of the bore hole wallis a side e�et of the guiding ation.When drilling with standard twist drills, hip removal beomes more andmore unreliable with inreasing drilling depth. This sooner or later leads toproess failure. To solve this problem, deep hole drilling tools feature foredhip removal through high ooling lubriant ow rates via low restritionpassages. In the ase of BTA deep hole drilling, oil is supplied around theoutside of the boring bar and the hips are transported away through theinternal volume of the tube.Mahining of bore holes with a high length to diameter ratio neessitatesslender tool-boring bar assemblies. These omponents therefore have lowdynami sti�ness properties whih in turn an be the ause of dynami dis-2



Figure 2: Radial hatter marks on the bottom of the bore hole (left) ande�ets of spiralling on the bore hole wall (right).turbanes suh as hatter vibration and spiralling. Whereas hatter mainlyleads to inreased tool wear along with marks on the generally disardedbottom of the bore hole, spiralling auses a multi-lobe shaped deviation ofthe ross setion of the hole from absolute roundness often onstituting asigni�ant impairment of the workpiee. The e�ets of these disturbanes onthe workpiee an be seen in Fig. 2.As the deep drilling proess is often used during the last prodution phasesof expensive workpiees, proess reliability is of prime importane. To ahievean optimal proess design with the aim of reduing the risk of workpieedamage, a detailed analysis of the proess dynamis is neessary.In this paper we fous on spiralling whih an be observed to our eitherreproduibly at a ertain drilling depth and �xed mahining parameters or atrandom drilling depths. Gessesse et al. (1994) have modelled the proess with�nite elements and derived from this model that a reason for the reproduibleourene of spiralling is the intersetion of hanging bending modes anduneven multiples of the rotational frequeny. They have shown in someexperiments that this atually was a good predition of spiralling.We observed the movement of the bending modes in online measurementsof the bending moment of the boring bar and in measurements of the lateralaeleration of the boring bar. In Raabe et al. (2004) we estimated the time-variation of bending eigenfrequenies by quadrati regression of spetrogramdata on time. Here we propose a method to estimate the ourse of thefrequenies based on the measurements in the framework of a mehanialmodel.This paper ontinues with a desription of the mehanial model in setion2. Then setion 3 introdues our riterion for parameter seletion before someresults are presented in setion 4. The paper onludes in a summary givenin setion 5. 3



Figure 3: Components of the disretized analogous model.2 Mehanial ModelTo express the onnetion between the mahine parameters and the time-variation of the bending eigenfrequenies (abbreviated BEF) from a mehan-ial point of view we propose a disretized analogous model (see Gross et al.(2002a)). For this purpose we redue the BTA system to its most importantomponents (see Fig. 3).The blak dots in �g 3 indiate that for our model we subdivide the barinto n segments { alled elements { of equal length l = L=n, mass m = M=nand sti�ness k = K � l2(1; :::; n)0(1; :::; n), where L, M and K denote theorresponding values of the whole bar. The number n is alled the numberof Degrees of Freedom. The sti�ness inuenes of the damper, the oil supplyand the workpiee to the boring bar are alled ksupp, kseal and kend. Inontrast to l, m and k the latter three parameters are not known. Withthese terms the equation of movement of the system an be expressed by:[M ℄f�xg+ [K℄fxg = f0gwith the mass-matrix [M ℄n�n = m � In�n and the sti�ness-matrix
[K℄n�n = kl2
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Figure 4: (a) Example of a bending eigenmode. (b) Example of a hangingBEM during the drilling proess. The position s of the seal hanges fromvalue 9 at the beginning (p. (a)) to 6 while the positions d and n of theinuenes of damper and workpiee stay the same.
+ksuppfedgfedg0 + ksealfesgfesg0 + kendfengfeng0; (1)where d and s represent the numbers of the elements the damper resp.the oil supply devie rest on ounted from the left. Now determining theBEFs ! and bending eigenmodes (BEMs) x̂ of the system means solving thefollowing eigenvalue-problem (ompare Gross et al. (2002b)):�[K℄� !2 [M ℄� fx̂gei!t = f0g: (2)A BEM is the shape with whih the bar osillates with the orrespondingBEF. Eah BEM is represented by the vetor x̂ ontaining the deviationsfrom the baseline in x-diretion for eah segment end (ompare Fig. 4 (a)).Now the time-variation of the BEMs and BEFs beomes lear when look-ing at what happens during the drilling proess. The boring bar is �xed onthe left side and when the proess starts the workpiee is rotated and movedtowards the bar. While the damper always stays on the same position d theseal of the oil supply moves in front of the workpiee with the same speed(see Fig. 4 (b)). So s dereases and the sti�ness matrix [K℄ hanges. Notethat even though the workpiee also moves, kend is always added to the nthelement of the \base" matrix in the �rst row of the de�nition of Eq. 1. Thisis beause the workpiee always a�ets the end of the bar.As mentioned above the sti�ness parameters ksupp, kseal and kend are notknown. But in early experiments it turned out that the higher the value ishosen for kend { i.e. the end of the bar nearly an not osillate { the betteris the model �t. So kend from now is �xed to a high value (1017N/m) and theremaining free parameters are ksupp and kseal.5



Figure 5: (a) Spetrogram of the aeleration signal. (b) Computed ourseof bending eigenfrequenies.3 CriterionIn this setion we desribe how the two free parameters are estimated. For the�tting we use the data obtained from the aeleration sensor. This sensoris plaed between the damper and the �nal position of the seal. For thisreason we exept only those BEFs to be prominent in this signal whoseorresponding BEMs have a bulge at this position. Computing BEFs andBEMs for a variety of plausible sti�ness parameters it shows that these arethe seond and the third BEF where by de�nition the lowest BEF is the �rstone. However, higher BEFs are negleted sine the orresponding amplitudesderease w.r.t. higher frequenies.Figure 5 (a) shows the spetrogram of the aeleration signal of one ofour experiments. Comparing it to a ourse of the �rst four BEFs (Fig. 5(b)) omputed by solving Eq. 2 with L = 334m and M = 26kg (knownfrom our settings), some example parameters ksupp = 3:51 � 109N/m andkseal = 1:053 � 107N/m and n = 334 some similarities an be seen. So wereognize the (mirrored) U-Shape of the third (seond) BEF.We also see that the �rst and fourth omputed BEFs nearly don't hange.Looking at the orresponding BEMs one would see that they have a bulgebetween damper and lamped end. Beause the damper is expeted to havea quite high sti�ness, moving the seal does not a�et this mode. On the otherhand the bar nearly doesn't osillate in the area where the signal is measured6



Figure 6: (a) Spetrogram with omputed bending eigenfrequenies(b) Weighting sheme, notie the bandwidth vwith these two frequenies. So they are not reeted in the spetrogram.However, in the spetrogram there seem to exist some time-onstant fre-quenies with high amplitudes, for example one at about 60Hz. But for thegiven reasons we don't assume them to reet BEFs. It is more plausible thatthey are due to the mahine drive and so are negligible for our investigations.So our hoie of a riterion for any given k̂supp and k̂seal is based on theonordane of the ourse of the resulting seond and third BEF and thespetrogram. Its onstrution is desribed in the following.Let !̂j(t) := !j(t; k̂supp; k̂seal); j = 2; 3; be the two interesting BEF ourses.Remember these ourses are stepfuntions (p. Fig. 6 (a), for better illustra-tion with a smaller value of n).Let now fj(t); j := argmini (jfi � !̂j(t)j) ; j = 2; 3;be the Fourier frequenies next to the omputed BEFs at eah time.Then the riterion to be maximized ism �k̂supp; k̂seal� := 12 3Xj=2 1#T Xt2T v2Xi=� v2 wi 4pat;j+i;7



where at;k denotes the amplitude of Fourier frequeny k at time t, T is theset of all #T time-points periodograms are omputed for, v is a pre-de�nedeven bandwidth parameter and wi := 2v�4jijv2 are linear weights as illustratedin Fig. 6 (b).The aim underlying the onstrution of m is to prefer a hoie of ksuppand kseal whih leads to BEFs meeting the area of high amplitudes as wellas possible. The amplitudes are transformed as a onsequene of the fatthat the periodogram ordinates of White Noise are �2-distributed (see Theis(2003)). In this ase by taking the 4th root a symmetri distribution isobtained.4 ResultsFigure 7 shows an example �t after maximizing m by the optimizationmethod of Nelder and Mead (1965). The tehnial settings are the sameas in the previous setion, v = 50 was hosen for the bandwidth. Some ex-periments with di�erent hoies of v between 15 and 100 showed that thisparameter seems not to a�et the results.The optimal parameters are k̂supp = 2:252 � 108N/m and k̂seal = 1:037 �107N/m. The levels of these values are plausible from a tehnial point ofview. Also their relation to eah other is as expeted sine the damper isknown to have a muh higher sti�ness inuene than the seal.Espeially the higher third BEF �ts the spetrogram quite well. A littlebit di�erent is the situation for the seond one. Here the omputed ourseseems to border the lower area of high amplitudes from above. The reasonfor the apparently unfavorable �t of the lower ourse of BEFs ould be a thenon-onsideration of an important parameter. For example in some of ourexperiments we observed that the damper left its initial position d during theproess. Sine d is a very sensitive parameter in our model its time-varietyshould be taken into aount in further investigations. Anyway we onsiderour assumption of seeing the bending eigenfrequenies in the aelerationsignal on�rmed.
8



Figure 7: Fitted bending eigenfrequeny ourses.5 Summary and OutlookBy the disretized analogous model we established a onnetion betweenmeasured data and the mehanis of the BTA system. The sti�ness inuenesof the damper and the oil-supply-devie have been identi�ed to be the mostimportant fators. Although further improvements are possible, we think thesignal of the aeleration sensor is appropriate to estimate the time-variationof the BEFs.One item of future work will be the onsideration of further parameterslike a variable damper or the implementation of a frequeny response fun-tion. Improvements are also possible for the estimation proedure by takingthe distribution of the periodograms into aount.The main goal of our investigations is the prevention of spiralling. Soone the estimation of the BEFs is established, the next step will be online-estimation and onneted to it the implementation of ontrol harts. Then,when one BEF runs into danger to meet the rotational frequeny or one ofits uneven multiples, it maybe varied to avoid the intersetion.AknowledgmentThis work has been supported by the Collaborative Researh Center 'Re-dution of Complexity in Multivariate Data Strutures' (SFB 475) of the9
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